
 

 

 

 

Corporation Road Community Primary School 
Art & Design LTP 

Art & Design: Year 6 

Vision: 
At Corporation Road Community Primary School, we want children to have an appreciation of different artists and for children to be able to talk about a range of artists and their work. We want children to recognise some 
works of art, name the artist and give some background information. Children will be able to create their own pieces of art and be confident to describe and evaluate the skills and techniques they’ve used to create their 
own pieces. We aim for children to have the knowledge and skills to prepare them for art and design in secondary school as well as if they want to pursue it as a career choice.  

Domains Key Concepts 

Planning and Designing Developing Ideas and Selection  

Evaluating Appreciating the work of others and Evaluating their own work 

Skills and Techniques Printmaking, Collage, Colour, Pattern and Line & Tone  

Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Summer 1 

Theme: Community  Theme: Legacy & Impact Theme: Gender & Equality  

Domains: Planning and Designing, Evaluating and Skills and Techniques Domains: Planning and Designing, Evaluating and Skills and Techniques Domains: Planning and Designing, Evaluating and Skills and Techniques 

Key Concepts:  
- Developing Ideas and Selection 
- Appreciating the work of others and Evaluating their own work 
- Collage, Drawing, Colour and Line & Tone 

Key Concepts:  
- Developing Ideas and Selection 
- Appreciating the work of others and Evaluating their own work 
- Printmaking, Painting and Colour  

Key Concepts: 
- Developing Ideas and Selection 
- Appreciating the work of others and Evaluating their own work 
- Painting, Colour, Pattern and Line & Tone   

End Point: 
Community  
For children to understand that art and design can bring people 
together from their local and wider community. Understand that art 
and design bring together a richness of cultures, beliefs and religions 
from across the world. Understand similarities and differences when 
we compare what we have, to communities past and present, near 
and far. To know that through art and design, you can contribute to 
your local and wider community. 
 

End Point: 
Legacy & Impact 
For children to understand and learn about legacies in art and design 
left behind by key individuals and communities, which have had an 
impact on the way in which we live our lives, and influence what we 
learn, in society today. For children to develop art and design skills so 
that they can choose to have an impact on their immediate and wider 
environment and influence others. For children to have the knowledge 
and ability to make their own mark on society knowing they 
themselves leave behind their own legacy. 
 

End Point: 
Gender & Equality  
For children to have an appreciation and knowledge of a wide range of 
artists. To understand that irrespective of gender, race, beliefs, culture 
or religion, you can have an appreciation of art and design. For 
children to have the skills and knowledge to have the option of 
continuing art and design in higher education and/or through a career. 
 

Drawing  
Inuit Art 

The Haida Tribe  
 

Printing  
Islamic Patterns 

Jeea Mirza 
 
 

Painting   
Shelteres in the Tube 

Henry Moore  
 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

   

  

 

- Explain intentions when developing ideas, identifying any changes and 
improvements made as work progresses. 

- Describe how the techniques and themes used by other artists and genres 
have been developed in their own work. 

 
- Describe and explain the ideas, methods and techniques used to create 

artwork on a particular theme or genre. 
- Explain how studying other artists’ work has influenced and developed 

their own. Adapt and refine own work in the light of evaluations. 
 

- Embellish using collage techniques (decoupage). 
- Use a variety of media to represent light, shade, form, pattern and texture 

in a range of drawing work. 
- Mix and use colour to reflect mood and atmosphere. 
- Use pen and ink to add line, tone and perspective using a tonal ink wash. 

- Explain intentions when developing ideas, identifying any changes and 
improvements made as work progresses. 

- Describe how the techniques and themes used by other artists and genres 
have been developed in their own work. 

-  
- Describe and explain the ideas, methods and techniques used to create 

artwork on a particular theme or genre. 
- Explain how studying other artists’ work has influenced and developed 

their own. Adapt and refine own work in the light of evaluations. 
 

- Create abstract prints which involve experimentation with colour, size, 
shape and repetition. 

- Use paint techniques characteristic of a specific genre (e.g. particular 
brush strokes, colours and paint application techniques). 

- Mix and use colour to reflect mood and atmosphere. 

- Explain intentions when developing ideas, identifying any changes and 
improvements made as work progresses. 

- Describe how the techniques and themes used by other artists and genres 
have been developed in their own work. 

 
- Describe and explain the ideas, methods and techniques used to create 

artwork on a particular theme or genre. 
- Explain how studying other artists’ work has influenced and developed 

their own. Adapt and refine own work in the light of evaluations. 
 
- Use paint techniques characteristic of a specific genre (e.g. particular 

brush strokes, colours and paint application techniques). 
- Mix and use colour to reflect mood and atmosphere. 
- Use pattern to add detail, movement and interest to a piece of work. 
- Use pen and ink to add line, tone and perspective using a tonal ink wash. 


